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(RC) Welcome everyone to the 200th Knowledge Seekers Workshop, for
Thursday, November 30th, 2017. I can hardly believe, that I said the word "200"
there, that's quite amazing ... experience, the last few years now, of these
workshops. And thank you to Flint, for putting together that presentation that we
just saw. Showing all the .... some of the highlights, from the last 200, 199 at
least, workshops. Now I'd like to present a bit about some of the products, that
are available from the Keshe Foundation, before we get in to the main part of the
workshop here. So, just ... bear with me for a second while I get that lined up. ...
okay ... Iet's see Okay, just get this expanded, so we can see it. This is the
keshefoundation.org website. And, if we go into the store, part of the website,
you have a choice of the KF USA and KF Store, ... in this case, I'll go to the KF
Store, and we see a promotional product here. That's, something, you can click
on, on ... (VV) Rick, you just have to change your view there, you can... (RC) Oh!
Sorry... Yeah, let me share ... the desktop rather than the window... switching
windows. Okay, let me give that to you again. ... and I'll just backup ... So, from
the Keshe Foundation main store, which we can see here. You have a choice

between the USA or the KF Store. You click on the KF Store, it brings you to this
page, which shows the KFSSI Logo cup. And, that's the gateway into finding out
more about some of the other products that are available. That you might want
for yourself, or for someone else perhaps? Perhaps for Christmas is a good idea?
And we have basic T-Shirts, with the Logo. And hats, button, women's T-Shirts,
coffee mug, etc ... And, when you click on these pictures, it takes you to the
Zazzle site. It's called 'Zazzle' and it's people that make these T-Shirts. And, you
can order directly from this site. And when you do that, 20% of the sales go back
to the Keshe Foundation. So, you're in effect donating to the Keshe Foundation,
... through buying the products here. And, in this case, for example, Zazzle often
has sales on the products. So, this T-Shirt, as well as other T-Shirts today, have a
special 30% off with this ... code at the top here, that you can see. ... So,
between the 30% off, then it actually becomes ... quite economical to buy this TShirt. For example, it's a 12.43 that being US Dollars, currently with the code.
And, so we have other... you can select your size, you can select different ...
styles, and types of T-Shirts. And, ... as well as other... many other products are
also available. ... If we go in to the actual... here's the KFSSI Button. I think that's
kind of... kind of nice. If we go in to the products, there are ... let me see, other
products. Such as I-Phone Case, ... let's see, what else? Here's ... things like ... oh
that's not the one I was after, there's one, I didn't like that, that there it is. ... ups,
it's not showing. I have to ... I have to sign in order to do that. let me... just do
that, hang on a second here. I'll do that offline and get back into the products.
Alright! So, back to the Zazzle Site, it's the Keshe Foundation Spaceship Institute
Zazzle site, which is actually... the home for that is ... ... let me just try and get it
up, here. It's under www.zazzle.com That's "Z-a-z-z-l-e" or "Z-a-z-z-l-e" if you
happen to be American, Or other parts of the world, that say "zee" instead of "z".
But in any cases: https://www.zazzle.com/keshefoundation All one word, you can
see it at the top, there, just "keshefoundation", and that's the access point, or
you can access it through the website, like I showed... is another way. And,
there's a number of products that... And, it's an ongoing thing... we a number of
products that are... That were putting the ... Logo on, Here's a nice 'Stein' mug. If
you're... If you like that kind of thing. ... Let me see what... some of the other
products here. ... There's another example of an I-Phone Case. In this case it's

the 'Otter', a well known ... very tough I-Phone Case. ... There's a stainless coffee
mug, and various other products. You might like a... a nice tie for example, with
KFSSI Logo on it. And ... I thought this was interesting too, It's a wood... wooden
... Samsung Phone Case, with the KFSSI Logo on it. Okay, so that gives you some
idea, what's available on that ... Zazzle Site. (VV) And you're bringing more gear
out regularly, aren't you Rick? (RC) Yes, we put the brand on different things, and
we have different brands coming out as well. So that, if you're ..., for example, if
you're a ... Maybe you're a teacher in a workshop? and in a... an official Keshe
Foundation Workshop While you can have your official Keshe Foundation
Workshop Logo, ... put on T-Shirts, so that people in your workshop can buy the
T-Shirts. And you could either have them already pre-bought from the site. ... Or
you could have them order directly on the site. They could even do that, you
know, right from your workshop, if you wanted to. So, that's an interesting way
to ... to market the goods. And there's... it's not like it's... it's not like we're in it
for the profit really. It's more... just in getting out the Keshe Foundation name,
and that... that brand, as something that people can be curious about. And, you
know, start to ask questions about. And ... (VV) It's a good conversation starter,
that's correct ... (RC) Yeah, it's such a beautiful Logo, it's very colorful and ... and
sometimes, some of the products have the same, "We replicate the same
Technology, as the Universe" on them, for example. And other texts, that can
also be put on... we're working on that. You can have different T-Shirts with some
of our favourite sayings. from Mr Keshe, for example, and that sort of thing. So,
that's all being worked on. And, ... what other products do we have from... we
see from the Keshe Foundation itself, that... Well the... the MaGrav Systems, and
... various products that you can see here, Including the Pain Pad, and Pain Pen,
which are some of the old favourites. Shows the books are available. I'm not sure,
if they're... A they available right now, the books, or are they, currently waiting
printing? I'm not sure if they're available right now to... to order. They're on the
websites. (MK) The... Sorry! (MK) Yes, sorry. Good Morning. Good Day to you,
whenever and wherever you listen to us. The books are paid for, over 4 or 5,000.
We paid a company in Belgium 25,000 and they refused to deliver it. And, we will
announce, how you can get it, give you their address and the telephone number.
You can call them and demand your book. We paid for it and we gonna advertise

it across Internet, the name of the company, that they cannot defraud people like
this. So, the book's already paid for, over 6 months now. And, it's a fraud again,
through the Belgium structure. And, we do not take port cases, because we
know, what they do there. They intermediate everyone. So, what we do. We're
gonna give you the address, the telephone number of the gentleman director
and the company, and we'll put it across, write Internet. They can take money,
and don't deliver? So, your books, you can demand it they'll deliver it to you
when... we'll see what happens, but the books are there, printed, ready. There're
actually, about 8 - 9,000 of them. Sorry about that, go ahead. (RC) Okay. Thank
you, Mr Keshe (MK) Thank you. (RC) This is one product that ... Ella wanted to be
promoted for Christmas It's a GANS Bulb Humidifier. which is an interesting
product. Basically, it plugs into your USB port of your computer, or some other
USB connection. And, it emits a ... vapour from the ... water that you put in.
Now, you can put in distilled water, or I guess, you could use tap water? But
distilled water would be... would definitely be best. And the Kit comes with some
dried GANS, that you add to the ... to the bulb, apparently. And there's a little
video here ... Let me ... Let me try to play it, then I'll have to change my settings
... just a second. (VV) It's working fine, Rick. (RC) Oh, is it? Okay, I don't have to
optimize, do you think? (VV) No, it's just a small video. (RC) Okay, I think it goes
bigger, though when I click on it up here, so? Not sure, If this is gonna work. We'll
try it. Did you see that okay? (VV) Yeah, came through fine, thank you. (RC)
Okay, this I can't to tell, when I do that, I go the full screen and everything else
cuts out. And my other TV screen ..., it's... anyway. Okay. So, that's ... that's a... a
lovely the product, actually, I think. And there's various other products, that are
shown on the website, that you can scroll through, and see if you're interested in.
And at the bottom, there's a place to make a donation. For those, that would...
you're feeling in the Christmas giving spirit. Now's a good opportunity, to make...
these are in handy donation increments of 10€, 100€ and 1,000€ that you can
click on, and then it's preset, ready to go. Okay, I guess that's about... Is there
anything else I should be showing there, Vince? That ... (VV) No, everything is
good. I think we should move into the next part. (RC) We could look at the KFSSI
US Store? Maybe we'll do that ... for next week's instalment? Alright... Okay
Flint, maybe you wanna bring back the ... (FM) Yeah, sure ... (RC) regular screen

there (FM) Yeah, sure ... (RC) And, I think... Mr Keshe would you like to introduce
the next part of the ... of the proceedings here, I believe we're gonna hear from
Rui? Is that correct? (MK) Yes, shall I start? (RC) Sure, we just get the screen
going here, and ... (MK) No problem (RC) Yeah, it should be ready to go. Go
ahead, thank you. (MK) As usual, as we said Good Morning to you, Good Day,
wherever and whenever you listen to these Knowledge Seekers Workshops. We
have endeavoured 200 plus Public Teaching. Overall, we have something like 300
Teachings, Public Teachings, recordings, which runs to around about, over a
1,000 hours. Every aspects of the Technology, every secret in Technology has
been set and each one of you, according to your interest, have developed part of
it. And, in a way it has become a structure of Knowledge, Science, and in so
many ways we will see further development. Each one of us has taken one word,
or one sentence, which... It tuned with our Heart, with our Soul, and we done
something about it. Over past, nearly 4 years plus, we have seen people like
Alekz, coming up with the beads, the MaGrav Systems, what we call the 'Pain
Pens', the 'Pain Pads', the... every other aspects of the GANSes, which are coming
in. The establishment of factories, now which will run to 10s of factories with
1,000's of workers in it, in a coming up time. We are investing heavily in these
things. This has not, is not one person, this is all of us. this is a Humanity taking
steps, making the move to bring the change. 200 hour a Teaching is... led us to a
lot of progress. Recognition by many governments, by many organizations. In so
many ways, collectively, we have started writing a new Ethos for Humanity. Be it
on the Science, be it on the intellect, being on interaction of our own existence
within ourselves. Understanding of this meaning... of the Soul for the first time.
Understanding, how we can become Man of Space. Without so much, as we seen
in the past. But we have to understand, without the past, there wouldn't been us.
None of us would have been educated by the Scientists before, could have
understand this new phase. In so many ways, knowledge is a ladder, and you
cannot skip one. Maybe you can, but the second one, if you don't put your step
on it, your foot on it, you cannot rise up, We are building on the steps, which
other Scientists built up, brilliant mind like Tesla. People, who understood, the
work of the Universe, but in the strength of the Matter-State. We see bringing
scientists, like Professor Miles. These are the people who have, and they'll be

recognized in time for the developments they've brought in understanding of the
work of the Magnetic Fields. Even though, sometime they themselves could not
break through. In so many ways, we as Totality have brought this together. We
as us, as one family, have brought everything together. Now we have established
the One Nation, One Planet. Now the establishment of the Earth Council, the
Universal Council. The setting up of the factories is very important. With it comes
the banking. With it comes with governing. With it comes to be able, to make
changes, which has been needed for a long time. But nobody endeavoured to do,
because everyone saw themselves, not be big enough, to stand the bigger
people. Now is us, we are bigger than anybody else. As a Keshe Foundation
Family, we have gathered enough strength, that we can make change. Over 100
Million regular visitors, regular people, who work around the Foundation Ethos,
or the Knowledge has been established. We have established the base, more or
less, in the mind, in the Soul, in the body of the Man, on every Country, every
island on this Planet. Sometimes we'll see further developments rapidly,
sometimes we'll see stop, and then move again. Because that stop, mean...
meant we needed a maturity. We needed to mature, we needed to understand.
There is a lot of deep understanding. Many, many of you in the past week, two
weeks, three weeks that we start explaining more about the structure of the
Soul, are moving into that direction. Because, you have found "there is more
than me," "and I make the change." You have found that, "there is more and
more of me that can do more." "I do not need to be, to do. I need to understand
what I can do without being there." Teachings has been solid. Teachings has
been very much, step by step, gradually building up and building up to the level,
that as I've said in past two or three weeks, "We have entered a new dimension
of teaching." In a short time to come, you will see a lot of silences in my teaching.
If you've been on the teachings in past two, three weeks, especially last Tuesday,
last Thursday. I take a lot of time, silence. Because, it's the time when I work
with the Soul. When I pass the message on in a way that reaches the Soul of
those who are ready to receive. This is how in Space, when we don't have mouth
and we don't have eyes, we can communicate. When I go silent, you will go
silent, and you'll be able to receive what is there, that is comes, that you receive.
In Space when we see people of the Space, we cannot speak. They don't make

noises, they have no mouth, they have no eyes, but they have a beautiful Soul.
This is part of the teaching. Listen to the last Tuesday public teaching, with the
Councils and last Thursday and before. You see a lot of step-gap... a lot of silence
parts. These are put in there, as I've told you when I started this three , four
weeks ago. Maybe more? We stop the teaching because it's exhausting.
Because, it's not just by teaching by word, it's teaching the Soul of the Man.
Elevating the Soul of everyone who is listening. You look for it. Why there is a
silence? Our boy is telling something. So, the silence is important. Is not
searching for words, is receiving the message through the Soul of the Man. We
need to do this, we have to do it. It's part of the training of becoming Man of
Space. It's no use if we speak English and end up in the middle of Frankfurt,
nobody understand, everybody speaks German. You start shouting, you want
to... "glass of water", nobody understands you. It's the same in Space, there is no
use making, shouting, because they don't understand. Learn to transfer
knowledge, learn to transfer feeling through the Soul of the Man. They will
understand, they will respond. Eyes, mouth, is one of the very few attributes of
being Man of Earth. When we start talking through our Soul, we create Peace.
This is the next step to World Peace Treaty, this is the next step to writing the
Universal Council. If you read in the agenda of the Earth Council, you see it says...
there are words in there, 3 or 4 which is indicative of being Man of Space, in
preparing Human Race for Space. Where, you cannot carry dictionaries, but we
carry the nature of the Universe, which is the Soul of the Man, the language of
the Soul is the same. In so many ways, this is part of the teaching. In so many
ways, very slowly, we are walking in to the next step. We will not be able to carry
everyone with us. Each one of us in stages, where we are happy to be, will take
from this knowledge. We're developing... We are developing the new Space
Science... Just one second please. I have to get the little boy. My little boy is too
nervous, there are noises coming. So, what we need is to understand what is the
language of Universe. Is to understand, how do we have to react to this,
conditions. What are the conditions we have to educate ourselves in? Bravo little
boy, Bravo. So, we understand how much and how far we still have to go. The
Space labs, which are getting developed. The Space Fuels, the Space Reactors.
New type of reactors is getting developed, in different part of the World, by

different Knowledge Seekers. We are gradually reaching the point of opening a
new dimension in knowledge, in Space, in energy. But, at the same time, this is
not the end. This is the beginning of a new era This is the beginning of the new
adventure for all of us and our future generation. So, 200 teachings becomes the
cornerstone of literally, from now on, the next 200 will be totally, and more and
more, in the direction of the Space development, Space travel. Hopefully, by the
time we reach 300 or 400, we are already in Space. Different part of the Keshe
Foundation, research people, are developing every aspect. You have to
understand there are two phase to the work of the Foundation. Governmental
side has already achieved lift and motion, it's us who's got to do it. And the
governments know that, they cannot hide because the knowledge has been
taught so openly. In the next few weeks you will see the production of the
material in a Space level. We'll bring, we'll show, we demonstrate, systems
which can produce materials as we need in Space. That itself will be a
breakthrough. We'll see the MaGrav Systems which supported with the StarFormation, supported with the new Power Supplies which we have developed.
That makes us independent in flight. One of the problems we see at the moment
with all our Flight System, These are what we'll see to come. the StarFormations, is because they are connected to a power supply, which is MatterState or is connected to the wall that the motor runs. So, all the Fields, as you've
seen, how you Nano-coat the wires in the walls, when you put your MaGrav
System, go down the line. So, you cannot build a Spaceship to lift You cannot
build the Plasma up, you cannot fill the balloon of the Plasma. when you already
have a leakage in the safe. Because, whatever you are making, you're letting go.
Secondly, having the battery operated reactors to create motion, is impossible,
because then the Matter-State comes into operation. The new development of
the PPU's is not for power generation, become free-standing generators. These
are free-standing generators for the Space Reactor. This is why I developed it.
But, is there if we need to use it to support, to change situations like war
between Iran and Saudi, which is looming on the horizon. We can make a
change, and it'll be so rapid, that'll bring it. But, in reality the new Plasma Power
Units, what you call, 'Off-Grid' is totally for Space System. Because, the energy
created is in the Plasma-State. So, when it feeds into the Plasma Reactors,

creates a condition of containment and energy, which will allow the whole
system to become independent. This is the beauty of what is to come, this is
where the development is. In the past few days, as we announced, different
groups of Keshe Foundation, different researchers are developing new, new,
extremely new systems for Space development. When we will see, when we will
show the new material, Matter-State elements, like Zinc, like Copper, like Gold
and nickels, and the rest. We're not producing it to be the Matter-State, we are
producing them that in Space we produce structures which are like Human being
structures. They are not made of solid steel, but they are made of the Fields of
the steel, which means, no other external Fields can affect them, they stay the
property. Is very much the structure of the body of the Man. Our structure is
made of GANSes So, we have the structure, but flexible structure that it can
stand heat, wind or whatever. Structures in Space, despite the present belief
that, we have to breed, concrete block, aluminum frame box, we build them, but
it'll be dynamic system, Plasma-GANS systems, the way we see the body of the
Man is made of. All the Entities in the Universe are built this way, so we have to
follow, if we're going to succeed in Space Technology. Our bone is structured
that way, so is a shell of an egg. So, we have to... to be able to live in Space, we
need to develop these Technologies. Not for us, but for what we are there to
achieve, what we are there to bring for the new generations, the future
generations. Very much inter-race generations which will come. We've seen the
marriage of Africans with Chinese, with Americans, Europeans. In a coming time
we'll create children of the Soul of the Man and other Souls in the Universe, that
the new Soul decides how it wants to manifest itself. Would they look like ChinaAfrican children? Or, would they look like Euro-African children? They'll have
their own beauties. We've seen them, we lived with them and they interface of
the Soul to confirm itself, to manifestation of Physicality in the marriage of Souls,
in Space is as normal as everyday you eat and you drink. This is some new
understanding which will come, we will fall in Love with a Soul we meet in Deep
Space. And it'll be still the Soul of children that'll be born out of Man and other
Races in Space. Not the way we are used to it, out of the physical interaction, but
understanding the existence of the Soul and Emotion can decide the
manifestation and the Physicality of the new Soul. Then, the mother will see from

Earth, the child in the 8th phase and the father from another dimension of the
Space will see his child, his way. This is the beauty of it, both can Love the same.
Is very much, when we see Afro-Chinese, Earth part is the Chinese father, he sees
the characteristics of Chinese in the face of his child as the African mother sees
the beauty of the African face in his child. This is what is going to come, these are
on the horizon, we cannot escape. These are the consequences of developing
new dimension in the science of Man. It's very much what we had by finding
United State, as we called it, 'New Continent'. Or from all corners of the Universe
on this Planet, move there and they mixed. Now no one knows what's what,
because this is mixed so much from every Race. This is inevitable when we go
into Space or when you open the door to eyes of ourselves and see people of the
Universe between amongst us. Now we can recognize them. Then we
understand, even today, there are mixed children amongst us. This is the beauty
of life on this Planet. These are what is to come, the new Space Reactors, this
new Space, what we call, 'generators', for the Plasma only is what will change
the course of Humanity. The same Power Generator, Plasma will produce any
food you need, anything, any energy which you might need. Any sources of Life
which you might want to extend to be part of your Life. As we said, "the World,
the Universe is your oyster." "Depends how you want to open that oyster."
"Would you like to enjoy the flesh or would you like to enjoy the pearl?" That's
on the way, you decide. The Humanity has been given a new chance and we are
there to explore. I'm sure by the Knowledge Seekers of four hundred, many of us
will have a total understanding, new understanding of new Space Technology.
The biggest problem we have is ourselves. The biggest problem is us
understanding, appreciating the beauty of the new knowledge which we learn. If
we do not learn, we do not progress, we cannot go the next step. And we see the
others go, but we cannot understand. What I'd like to do, as I know Rui's in the
background waiting to read the Portuguese Earth Council mandate, what we call,
as it is, if you can put up the ... Constitution in Portuguese that Rui can read to us.
I have asked the Arabic version to be read next week as part of the Peace
program, and we are running between Iran and Saudi Arabia. After that we'll ask
Dr Parviz or Azar to read the Persian version of it. And we go into the other
languages. In a way, we remind ourselves, don't forget doesn't matter in what

language is read, is the Soul of the Man who has got to appreciate it. Can you...
can you let us have the Portuguese version for Mr Rui to read it please? (RP) ...
Good morning Mr Keshe, Rui speaking. You want I share my screen, right? (MK)
Please, we don't want to see your desktop we just want you to... (RP) Yes. Yes I
will. (MK) Rui's a member of the Universal Council for Portuguese language. (RP)
So, this I'm showing it's the ... Portuguese version of the... (MK) We have not
seen it yet. You have not shared the screen yet. (RP) Not yet? Okay... because I'm
in a computer and I'm ... in... in my phone, I'm speaking through my phone but
I'm trying to sharing it through the computer. (MK) No problem. Okay. Should be
there now? Yeah? (MK) Yes it is there now, yes go ahead. (RP) ... Okay Okay... I
gonna start speak Portuguese. [Rui addresses Portuguese language groups]
Okay, it was done. (MK) Thank you very much. Another beautiful language what
Man has got himself to be able to express his Emotions and his Life. ... Anything,
anybody would like to speak? Anything from the Universal Council members or
the Earth Council members? (AB) Good morning Mr Keshe. (MK) Good Morning.
(AB) Good Morning. (MK) Good morning. (AB) This is Azar. ... Universal Council
Farsi. I like to ... say something ... about what, the journey we're going through
and ... ... one of the thing I wanna mention is ... we live in a Planet that ... there's
so many ... so many things going on for decades and decades going through
thousands of years, and what I wanna bring ... everybody's attention is the, well
at least what I see ... without anything happen, that we see on ... on a level of ...
on a level of ... mass media, I'd like to... everybody pay attention to, on a daily
basis, what is been going on beyond the scene, and not focusing on what we see
on, on the news. ... anything that ... on a daily basis, we have seen in our own
countries ... for past hundred years or, I don't know, two hundred years - three
hundred years. And each of us know ... what does those issues or what are those
problems, and we can bring it up without they showing up on TV's. Or radios or ...
on a Facebook. And ... I know what's going off, for example, when in Iran in a... in
a background, or somebody who lives in Africa knows what's going on in a in a
background. And ... all of us can bring those in and... and talk about it. We don't
have to wait. ... something shows up. And ... I... I try to make it my business ... to,
to find out more because I don't live in Iran right now, to see what is the, new
things is going on in ... for example in Iran for the last thirty years. ... and then ...

when I was ... when I was ... in 1990, in 1995 - 1996 I think I was taking ... a class
... as my major, ... Parasitology, work at the Zoology class, and I remember very
clearly my professors name because I usually don't remember them. ... Dr Alsop
and then ... after he'd lectured, he showed us a movie, and in this movie ... I saw
the African people sitting around, they're hot, and then ... almost all of them,
under their skin they had, they had these huge worms that they would take a
little wood and make a little hole in their skin, and open up and they get the
head of the worm into the wood, and they roll it around, and they had to be very
careful because if they, they moved it too fast it would break and part of the
worm would stay. ... so they, that way they would get rid of all the worms under
their skin. And then, after the lecture ... Dr Alsop said, ... "They're about more
than a million people in Africa just dying from parasitic diseases." Well, at that
time I was very naive and then ... I went to him after class I said, " Dr Alsop I think
you've made a mistake." And he said "What did I, what did I say?" I said, "You
said more than a million people die in Africa from parasitic diseases." And he
said, "Azar wake up, this is the reality." I said Dr Alsop but there is nothing on the
news ... I don't see anybody in United Nation talks about it, this is a huge
problem. And then he's looking at me like, as if I was just, was like, or was it I
didn't know anything. And then I was really, I was stunned actually, it occupied
my mind for a couple of days, he said.. And I keep talking to other people about
it, I said, "Do you know there is more than a million people in Africa dying for
parasitic diseases?" And I was already shocked. But these are the things going on
in the background, I mean, every Nation you live in different ways, and ... in New
York actually, we have, pretty much like a melting pot. You can see with my own
office is an international ... like people from all over, they work in my office. ...
but each of them they talk about their country, there is something going on. And
what I'd like to do, I mean as a Universal Council Farsi, but I'd like to say we have
to pay attention to what is going on and it's been there, and is ... for ages. Not
wait to something happens on the media and we go and talk about it like a ... I
don't know somebody get killed or Tornado or a flood, anything like that or a
earthquake. ... we can bring those and talk about it or whatever we can do. ...
and that's it, thank you. (MK) Any other comment? The hunger and diseases has
been with us for millions of years, and as we have mutated, we have found or our

body has found a way, or we have found ways to overcome these infections, and
these parasites. Parasites mutate with the new ways and we mutate to find a
new way too, to overcome them, we, we have been with this for Centuries, and
will not change, this will not change. And, if you look at the diet of Human race in
the past ... let's say hundreds of years, look at the Indian food, look at the Far
East food, look at African food. The herb, the roots we eat is to overcome these
kind of parasites and infections that is part of our food. Now, in so many ways,
with the GANSes we have found a solution for Totality. We see it in the tests
done in Ghana and in the other laboratories. ... that ... we are overcoming a lot of
diseases a lot of parasites and all sorts. We don't need to look for herbs, now we
have found a common Material which can help us in different mixtures. In a
coming time when we had a meeting, even yesterday, in the manufacturing
management team, one of the new products, which is designed or be designed
and delivered in Africa, is single portable systems which can literally can take the
water from the river, and within five minutes drink from the other side. We don't
release this, it's all been done, test has been done, it's confirmed now. Now we
have to make the machinery for it, to deliver it. The same will be across the
Europe. There'll be the same across most of the European countries. We have ...
huge problems in Europe. in Italy, with water contamination, in Holland, in
France. Governments cannot come, come out with these anymore. In the West
we are more in danger than in Africa, because the mutation is so immense,
where there it's slow. We're seeing new diseases, we see new infections, which
we never knew. If ... we explain what we know, the new diseases in past 10 years
... evolving, pharmaceuticals can't even catch up with. The reason is, we've
become a multi-race, national One Nation. You have people coming from Africa
bringing their problems, from the Asia, from South America, from Europe, from
America, from every corner of this planet. For example, we put them all in the
city of London. 25% of the city are non-English, 30% plus now. So, these mixtures
gives a new chance for these parasites, these illnesses to evolve. We are seeing
diseases, illnesses which doctors can't have anything for. They just call it a
'Cancer' or they call it something else because they've never seen it. It has
similarities, something, or something they can't understand, they call it a cancer.
So, we always evolved, through diseases and millions of us dies till the others

have received or our genes have found a way for it to survive. And then it has
spread across, that the rest have learned to do it. This is not the end, that 1
million die in Africa of parasites. If we do not understand the whole process of
the technology. Millions of dies, of us Human travelers in Space, just by simple
energy transfers. Which can adjust, attach... become part of ourselves and then
we call it, 'Viruses'. This is part of the evolution, till somewhere our Amino Acid,
creates itself a new shell. This is foreseen, this has happened in Space before.
When the race enters a new dimension. the Amino Acid or the structure of the
block of their Life... evolves to a new dimension, where the Space energies can be
stored. that every energy does not become a virus. As we said of viruses, when
the additional energies, attach to the Amino Acid. With what we going through
and the evolution which we will have, our Amino Acid, if we come back to Earth,
will have a new evolution on it. Which means, it'll create itself a secondary
package. Most probably, our Amino Acid will have a fifth element to it. Which is
the element of Plasma, which is absorbing energies, which allows, normal life in
spite of new energies. So, viruses gradually become irrelevant. These are not
part of what it is, "It might happen", this will happen. We have seen this
evolution in other Races in Space. So, viruses, bacteria, parasites are part of the
process of our evolution. They live, we live, we have to find a way that we
become strong enough to be able to overcome it. Our Ancestors used garlic,
ginger, any kind of fruit, to overcome these parasites. That's why Indian food is so
rich with herbs, because each herb kills one kind of parasite. That's the only
reason we see this. The same in South America, if you look at the chilli and
others, these are all used as a parasite killer. Now we add them as a taste to our
food. The same is with Africa. In so many ways, we see different parasite which'll
be evolved in Europe. As Man, over millions of years, now it's only a few
thousand years in Europe. They will come to it, they will evolve, in Space we
evolve, but this time it'll be viruses, not parasite, we learn. This is part of the
process of being a living thing, on this Planet, in this Solar System, in the
Universe. One of the things which Man will learn very quickly, is that viruses of
upper level of the Earth. are different than the viruses in the Solar System. The
viruses in the Solar System are very, very different than the viruses which are in
the Galaxies or in the Universe. Because each one carries a specific strength.

Each one has its own unique character, characteristics. And then we have to
adapt to it, we have to find out the way. We become, if those of you, and I've
said many times before, think that the open Space is the place that we can do
whatever we like. Yes! But with it comes, gaining new knowledge. With it comes
understanding new dimensions. With it comes, in understanding what we are
getting ourselves into. It's a Wild West frontiers. If you understand what it
means? It's the time to learn, it's time for us to understand. It's time for us to be
able to evolve to a new dimension. To a new understanding, in understanding the
Totality. Not just what we would like to do. In the process of the teaching in the
past few weeks. I have brought you step, step, closer, walking away more from
the systems. That you can become more knowledgeable. You become more
Trusting in the work of the Soul of the Man, in the inner strength of the being of
the Man. A lot of you, have a problem in understanding, "How do I evolve in
Space?" "This is just a dream." But, If you understand and you'll be able to do it
on Earth. Learn it, then you can practice it when the environment is right. Many
of you think, "How can I reach my Soul to evolve?" You cannot change yourself to
the Martian figure or to the Planet Zeus figure, because we don't have its
atmosphere. Whatever you do, you evolve, you end up with two legs and two
arms and form ten fingers. Because, it's the condition of the Field-Strength of
this Planet. But, you can start practicing, to gain strength, to gain knowledge, but
you have to know where you go to practice. Where is a sand bank that you can
test and try? Many of you will start evolving in the understanding of the process.
By understanding, "Where do I have to go to see the change?" "Where is, what
I'm looking for?" It's very simple, if you have not understood by now, I can
explain to you in a very, very, simple system, in a very simple way. I spoke about
ALS. That it's the Wish of a Man. It's the Emotion of the separation of the Soul of
the Physicality with the Soul of the Man. So... when you want to change. we
understand it has to do, it is connected, and from what we know, from our
experience, has a strength. and it has to do somewhere, between the Physicality
and the Soul of the Man, in the brain of the Man. So what does this mean? This
means, desire to change the physicality, has to be one step before the creation
of the total manifestation of Physicality. You... Create... Physicality out of the
Fields of the Soul. And then, depending on which part of the dimension of the

Fields, which is, the filter of the brain allows. Connect that, to... the Emotion of
that part of the Physicality. So... in so many ways, we have the Soul. Can I share
a screen please, Rick? This is important. (RC) I will be able to do that Mr Keshe.
Please do. What we need to understand is very simple. This is our Soul. This is
our Physicality. Here between the two we have what we call the brain of the Man
which itself is a filter of both, Emotions and Physicality. It carries a strength of
different materials which, the more you go this way, you go towards Physicality,
the more you go this way, you go towards Soul. So, if you understood this,
somewhere in between is the borderline. Where, more or less, in this borderline
in this filter zone, before the information of the Soul is in a strength converts
into conversion of the Soul of Physicality. To order the physical part there is a
part where both Souls interact, the interaction zone between the Soul of the
Physicality and the Soul of the Man as a total. Somebody said, "I don't believe in
physical Soul and a Soul of the Man, it's all one" It's not, it means you have not
understood. If you want to understand very well, look at the dynamic core. We
get a empty hole in the center but we have GANSes which are in the periphery.
But, each one of those GANSes has its own center. So, has its own Soul, has its
own control, has its own Principal Matter. So, the two coexist and the
coexistence of the two dictates the position of either one in respect each other.
It's the same with this. Now we have a boundary where in this boundary we call,
'Emotion' this is the part where Emotion decides, interacts. Joy, sadness,
happiness whatever you want to call it. Then, you got to understand the
transformation from the energy of the Soul of the Man to the Physicality of the
Man, then has a strength. So, what we understand is very simple. We get happy.
We cry. We transfer the Emotion to the Fields and where it matches, effects the
eye, you see the tear. We get afraid, effects the part which is the fear strength
we shrink, we shrivel. We come to the point, now we understand from now on,
where before reaching manifestation of Physicality dimension of Emotion, don't
forget as you go this way, you are dealing with a higher strength Field, then now
we have to find the Field in this bracket. Where we understand, where we pre
interact, before the Creation of the Physicality and with it, Creation of the total
brain section, which controls the Physicality. So, if we can operate, if we can
operate in this zone then, in so many ways if we can operate in this zone we find

the strength of this zone which comes through the want of the Man, what you
call, 'Wish', "I can", then you decide how you manifest yourself here. ALS or MS
operate in this zone. Where you separate the Physicality away from the Emotion,
from the Soul of the Man. You need... If Man has managed to evolve and
understand that the Soul physical part can separate the Creation from the Soul
of the Man Fields, that they amicably they decide to say goodbye to each other.
So, you don't say goodbye you create a new condition. So, in Space using,
understanding this phenomenon, we can Wish to retract and do not manifest in
Physicality but, allow the Physicality to hold on or the Field to superimpose on
the Physicality of the part of the Soul over the Soul of the Man till you decide by
Emotion, that you manifest yourself as a new Entity in the new dimension.
Because now, this new environment needs new Soul-Strength. Now you are in
Jupiter. In Jupiter you appear in a body of the Man you need a lot of clothes,
gloves, hats, oxygen tank and everything else but if you manifest yourself in a
pressure, pressure interaction of the Fields of Jupiter in its react to the Sun, you
walk as you walking on Earth. But, there you might have to be like the Souls
which live above us you don't need arms and legs. Now you understand for the
first time, this power has been within us but we never realised. Those of you
who see changes you Wish, "I want to be white." You Wish "I Love a man so
much and I want to be black that I'd be like him", you see the change of the skin.
You see the power is so much deeper, that for the first time Man moves into this
new purple area. So, we already know this, now we need to practice. The only
things that Man can do on this Planet, in a way, to practice, to understand, to
exercise, to understand the power of his Soul, the changes he can do, is, try to
change the color of your eye, the Peaceful of the eye, what we call the, 'death
color of the eye'. The Peaceful condition, that everything becomes transparent.
Try, you can change the color of your skin. You can interfere with the Wish to
color the change of your hair. You can change your height. You can change your
feature. But, it needs understanding. It has to be "I can, I wish is to ... for my Soul
to find to learn." It's the promise of the Physicality in a Field-Strength to the Soul
that, "I do not want to separate, I want to be part of you." "I am part of you, but I
wanna change." "In the past I used to change a eye... what you call it 'filters' and
have a different blue colored eye or yellow by just putting a filter on now I want

to do it myself." Many of us can do. Many of us have done but we never noticed,
It's within us. We do it so naturally. We have done it but we never understood it.
We see it, we never observed it. We do it as adults with our partners. We do it
by standing in front of the fire. "It's hot, need to retract. What about if I stand in
front of the fire and go back to the dimension of the pink area?" "That I want to
stand higher temperature" "That I can create the body condition, environmental
condition around me, that the Field of the heat does not change me." "I stay at
my Wish." We saw this very clearly, if you haven't understood, with the videos
on Tuesday with Tom Salas where the field across the hurricane has stayed so
beautifully full of flowers You are that flower, you are that circle. But have to
understand how to reach it Then you can stand the heat, in a way, because you
wish to. Stand next to your partner, stand next to your child , and extend, that I
want to be larger than my Physicality That I Love my partner so much that I want
to be part of me and then you see how you feel. All of us has this power within
us. And this we need to do before we can go to Space That, we have learned, we
don't get trap in the strength of the Physical Matter of the Earth, that then, it
can devastate us in Space. Those of you who have matured to move into that
level, you will see you can do, and you'll enjoy the beauty of the new knowledge.
Those of you cannot, will ridicule, but, that's the state of the knowledge and the
strength of your understanding. In time, when you understand it you can
appreciate and it'll be done Your ten fingers cannot change but if you are ready
for this, then when we go into Space, you will know, you understand, you
become part of the Plasma energy of the system and you manifest yourself when
you need, the way you need. You can stand the Space travel in any dimension
that, time becomes irrelevant. Time does not exist in the Space of Universe.
Time only exist, when there is a decay in the strength that it have to go from to
another. If you stay of the same strength, time does not exist because you are
always the way you are. This the attribute, this is the beauty of the Creator and,
Man is part of it, so we know it, we understand it. Now we have to practice it. We
know we can do it. Many of us do. We change our features, to be the way we
want. We change our need, the way we want. Now, we can change our
Physicality. There is part of you, that if you understand, can make a condition
that physically you move in the direction of the Soul but not in the Physicality of

Matter of the body of the Man and then, you can decide in another point, "I want
to be here" and you can be. One second in Tibet, the other second in
Manchester Because, the speed of travel for the Soul of the Man compared to
the Matter-State, is zero. If you are very clever to play the game, they can see
you simultaneously both in Manchester and Tibet. Because when you speak
within a second you are the other place they see you. It has been done. Many,
many, Masters who understood this, have practice it. Many people who been
through the pain have practiced it. The conversion of the Interaction to the
Matter Soul of the Existence. And this will become day and night Christ, blessed
his name as I've said last time, has showed us this. Many people do it, at the
point of the separation of the physical Soul from the Soul of the Man, and that
point they take their destiny. And then, when the environment changes they
change. They manifest themselves, in the position in the shape they want. These
are not, anymore, fairy tales. Now, these are realities through the new
understanding of knowledge of Plasma the Interaction of the Plasma and the
existence of the Plasma. If is hard to understand, as I always say, look at it this
way, "the Soul of the Man is the Sun." "Radiates unconditionally." You trap the
Field-Strength of it as part of the Field-Strength of the Matter of the Earth you
appear as Copper, Zinc, Amino Acid and Man. You interact same Field at Jupiter,
you become different according to its environment. When we get to Jupiter, to
Venus, we'll see the animals, livings that they are there, according to the Field.
There is nowhere in the Universe which is void of Life. Anyone says, life is
exclusivity of Earth, as we say in Arabic "Astaghforellah" (  ) هللا أ س ت غ فر. It
means we have not understood the Essence of Creation. It means that we are
ignorant. This is the beauty. This is what we've got to understand, with the new
teaching, with a new knowledge, Man become the Creator of himself. in a
Physical Dimension, but not Creator of his own Soul. There is a big difference.
The Creator of the Soul of the Man from the interaction of the Fields, has the
Essence of the Creator within it. So is the Physical Soul of the Man. I Wish you
could understand. The knowledge you gain, is the True Essence of the
knowledge of Universe. It's you who has to understand, what strength you want.
Do you want the strength of, the Joy? Your body will be joyful. You want to
create the strength of sorrow? Your body will show sadness. You want to enjoy a

new presence free of cancer? It will not need no GANSes and no cores. As now,
you carry that dynamic reactor which is your Soul, in interaction with the
dynamic Essence of the Physical Soul of the Body and you can create a new body
without Cancer. Many people do this. Now, that we understand, we can practice
it. Because, then in Space, when you are hit or you enter, a new dimension of
Fields, then you don't need to come back to get you License from FDA before I
die. You cleanse your body, with the new Fields to be set and that body is not
needed to be return back to Space. This is the time, of the transmutation of the
mixture of Fields, not anymore one Field, is the next step up. You have the
transmutation of Element from one thing to Gold or Silver or whatever. We
learned, that we can have the transmutation of the Fields that we create from
Fields, Elements and from Elements, Fields. Now we learn about what I call, or
what you call in the present language 'Molecular Plasmatic Fields' of different
strength, which allows us, to create the transmutation of the, Molecular Plasma
and then, this becomes the Essence of the creation of Life, like the Amino Acid.
You change the Field and then, in a way, the Field change and the order they
have, they decide the structure of the manifestation of the Man. There is only
one Entity, and one Entity only, which is in the Universe, it's the same,
irrespective of the creature position and Space, and that is, the Soul of the
Creator, which is the Essence of the Creation of all Beings across the Universe,
and it's sacrosanct. And we all carry... the same. When you understand the
process then you can change. Then, being anorexic will not exist, because, "I
want to be slim but healthy," "I will be slim and I'll be healthy, I don't need to die
of anorexia." If you are overweight and you have all sorts of diseases and you
want to be slim, you can do now, if you understand. Is not in your image, it's in
the strength of the Soul, of understanding the Field-Strength, but it needs a lot of
practice. As we say, "If you go for target shooting with bow and arrow," "you
don't get a bulls-eye every time, unless you are lucky." You'll find your arrow 20
meters away from the target and then you might hit just a haystack. Needs
practice, but when you practice, you have to understand, what you are
practicing, what you're asking. If you ask, if you need to be just for pleasure of
seeing you can do, you will never achieve. If your Wish is of the order of the
pleasure of the Soul of the Physicality, the Soul of the Man will gift you. There is a

big difference. Go back to my teachings in the past, "You ask for yourself, you
shall not receive." Now you understand when you give to be pleasured, you'll
receive. Now you understand, the Wish of the Man is the dealer between the
Soul of the Man and the Soul of Physicality. Then you understand. As you want
to have the pleasure of blue eyes and a blond hair, and it's not for the Emotion of
the Man but the beauty of the Physicality of the Essence that the Soul will get
pleasure in receiving it, you shall be. Understand the knowledge, understand the
principle, understand the process the physical Soul of the Man needs the
pleasure to know it can be, that it can be enjoyed, the beautiful words of, "what a
beautiful eyes", "what a gorgeous hair", "what a talented knowledgeable Man."
And the only one which can do, is the movement of the Soul of the Man in the
absorption, interaction with the Fields of the Emotion of the Man. If you go back
into the teachings, if you go back in the Space technology which we always speak
about, it's very much we can do it like this: This is the Soul of the Man, this is the
Physicality of the Man, and this is the Emotion of the Man. I give and take. You
move the Emotion that way, you change the Physicality this way. You Emotion,
you move the Emotion this way you change the Physicality that way. Now you
understand what we call 'the Emotion'. This is what I taught in all the medical
teachings, in the health teachings, before, in those first 30 odd teachings of
health, always in the part we explained, we referred to Emotion, the Emotional
part of the Physicality, now you understand. I'm told I'm short and I want to be
tall to enjoy the beauty of being a tall slim woman and that gives my Physicality a
pleasure, the Soul of my Physicality, the Soul of the Emotion, the interaction, the
intermediary, will create that. And it can happen in a second, Christ did it... in no
time. And I always refer back to the writing of the Prophet of the past. The level
of understanding is not just the physical understanding, is the power, the access
to the Soul, is equal to the level of all the Prophet of the past. Which means,
whatever you attach to the beauties of the Prophet of the past, is the beauty of
every Soul, of every Man, and at the time now. It's the confidence which you
need to build, the reality already exists. This was the gift which was given by
Bahá'u'lláh and we cannot change it. This is what we have to understand, as
knowledge has been like a ladder, step by step, so has been the faith in the belief
in structure of the Man. We have to understand the science and with it, we

understand what science has given us in the path of belief of ourselves. The
process, the ignition key, the understanding of the evolution, or, what I call,
'Darwinism of the Space Technology', is understanding the process of the
interaction of the Fields of the Souls of the Man himself. We evolve to live new
environments, now we have learned what was causing that evolution, is the Soul
Emotion of the Man. And that is the key, the distance, the space, the strength
between the Physicality Soul and the Soul of the Man. In my book, this Emotional
Soul, we call it 'the Transition', it's the strength which the Soul of the Emotion
takes, which changes the distance and the time of the transition between the
Soul of the Man and the Soul of Physicality. Because it can absorb, less and more,
to bring the magnets closer or separated from each other. Try to educate
yourself, in a very rapid way, the time has come. to open the doors of Space and
Universal Community to the Man, to the, according to the knowledge of every
individual. Many of you will start talking, "I've been here and I've done that," and
"I was asleep and I went there and I've seen that." It's not a dream anymore,
because you decide you want to be somewhere, you have learned you can
change your formation, you can change your Physicality according to the point,
you'll be manifest, if it's on Earth, on this Planet, if it's beyond, according to what
you appear. This trip will be a very lonely trip because, each one of us, needs to
practice it, on our own. In a coming time, very much as you go for driving, they
ask you to have to sit for the test, to see if you are a good driver, if you can
handle it. In certain trips in Space, they ask you, "Can you become black, can you
become white, can you come tall, can you become short, can you have three
eyes, can you have two eyes, can you be blind?" and you have to pass that test.
It means in Space you can handle your Soul to manifest yourself. Those of us
who's not mature to that has, cannot reach the understanding, of control of
these 'transition of the Emotion' to reach, what I call, the pink area, then they
become passengers of a Spaceship. No one will be left behind, but some of us
chooses different method of transportation. This is the new knowledge and when
you do it, do not get scared, the first times is scary. You see the hand is the hand,
but it doesn't feel, "I don't know this is a different thing then I had." Because
now it's different strength of your own Soul. Is like, it's the same Soul and you
were a six year old boy, and it's the same Soul, suddenly you're a sixteen year old

boy, and he's the same Soul now you are sixty year old man. The Soul has not
changed the interact of the Emotion, in respect to the Physicality leads to the
change. In that process, in Body of the Man the misleading understanding we
call it 'puberty' from maturity. Now we understand, where it comes, why it
triggers new life. Because, "I want to reproduce, I want to be one who can create
another", then the Soul moves. We have in the process of Life, due to conditions
of this Planet have given it the cycle, "We need so many years to gather so much
energy." But, if you have pushed the energy forward in strength, it'll be a six year
old boy, will have the maturity of sixteen and the Life of sixty. This is the beauty
of it. We see this, the existence of three different ages, or ten different ages, or
two different ages, in what we call the 'beautiful people'. One is a boy, one is a
girl. Because one has decide the Physicality manifestation, to be a slightly
different point in the structure of that pink area than the other. One behaves as a
girl and one behaves as a boy. One becomes very attractive blond, and the other
one behaves, even as the same Physicality, as dark. To him. to his Soul, he has the
image which he has created irrespective of the Physicality. Now, this goes back to
the teaching of the Trojan horse. If you understood, the Spirit of the Soul of the
emotion, move into the Soul of the World leaders in the direction of the Peace.
they want to say, "We are creating arms", they say, "from now on there'll be no
arms." They want to sign a order to produce more weapons, he says, "No
signature I'm not signing." Because if you understood, that the Essence of the
Soul of all of us is the same, so the interaction is the same. So, when we cannot
lose to destroy, we all become Man of Peace through the Soul interaction of our
Emotional Soul. This is the beauty and God help those who try to resist it. Try to
become the Man of Wisdom of Space, not the wise man of Space. There is a big
Difference. Those who understand the wisdom will live a long time, those who
become wise will lose very fast. Because, being wise conditions you to Physicality
condition of existent, the wisdom allows you to exist across the Universe. Now
you learn something new today and I hope you understand it. That was the gift
for your 200 teaching, listening and understanding. For those who understand,
you have received for the first time the key of detachment from Physicality, as
you can stay in the Essence of the Soul in the strength of the Soul, and then use
that to reach the others who become Man of Peace. Peace with the Soul of their

Physicality, then the Soul of existence will work as one. I have written with my
pen the order of Peace and I will achieve it, because now I have gifted you the
knowledge. Try to understand the Field-Strength of your Soul. Try to understand
how you can interact with it, that before it manifest itself in Physicality, you can
decide the beauty of the happiness of the Physicality of his Soul. You cannot use
it to damage, it will not allow you. But the need of the joy of the physical Soul,
will allow the Soul of Emotion to position itself to see it's pleasure to be given.
Because the creator, the Soul of the Man, gives anyway unconditionally. The Soul
of the Emotion in the strength becomes the filter of one strength is like a tuning
on the radio. "Would you like to be FM or would you like to be another one?"
"Would you like to be at 89 or would you like to be at 110?" "89 centimetres, 110
centimetres or 180 centimetres?" "Would you like to be FM, a female or would
you like to be another one a male?" Now you understand, we have done it in a
physical life. Now we have to understand to be able to do it with our own Soul,
we cannot touch another. That's why we cannot harm. We can present that if
the other would like to learn the frequency and the strength of whatever you call
it, that's your problem, that's the Matter-State the Soul has no frequency.
Plasma has no frequency, unless it's the Plasma of the different strength, in trying
to receive, but as he has part of his structure of the Field-Strength within it, there
is no need for a frequency. Those who speak about the Field of the strength of
the frequency of the Soul, they have not even understood. As I said in a teaching
before. Our Soul receives the Fields which it needs it does not, since it's not
Matter-State. That it needs to penetrate to vibrate, to have a frequency, this is
the difference. Try to understand the process how you can interact with your
Soul, and how the interaction with your Soul allows to create, manifest the Man
of Earth, a Peaceful Man of Earth. Because, when you move in the direction and
the strength of the Soul, that you can interact to create a new manifestation.
One of the things you find out, you cannot harm, because then you harm yourself.
In a way, by harming you create a condition, which you didn't like or your Soul
didn't like, So, now you still exist but not what you wanted. You have the blue
eyes but you still stay with the black hair, because you interfered in taking from
others by deception, in being blond and blue as everybody enjoys. If you become
blond and blue for giving pleasure to the others, you receive it. If you become

blond and blue to take from the others to steal, you stay black and brown. And
vice versa. I use the colors for expression, not for difference in essence of the
Soul. (JG) Good day Mr Keshe. (MK) Yes Jalal, I have not finished yet. (JG) Oh, I'm
sorry. Okay. Continue sir. (MK) You got to understand, that if you been with me,
and you've been along the 200 of teachings, many more, I never carry notes, and
I never read off a structure. It's the message from the creation of the Creator of
the Soul of the Man. So, you have to understand, you have to be clear, all of us
from now on, according to our understanding and not our intelligence, will
become Men of Space. But, according to which Space we want to be the Man of.
It's a big difference, huge difference. You all have been given the gift to reach
your Souls. And now it depends, which one endeavours to do so. You got to
understand, if you wish, you achieve, but you have to understand what I said in
the teaching of Tuesday. Wish doesn't exist, the power of, "Being able to do",
"What I can", exist. If I wish it, it means, "I can do it." It's just, "I have to find a
way." So from now on, don't make a wish, go and say, "I can." Because, by being
able to do it, to achieve it, to reach it, I bring pleasure, not to myself, but
understanding that the Soul of the Physicality is part of, but it's separate from
Totality of the essence of the creation, in the dimension of the Soul of the Man at
the point of existence. Then, the Universe, is your oyster. The faster you lot
learn, and start doing it, the sooner I can go home, my mission is accomplished.
My pleasure, my rest, my existence is to go, do not trap me. Try to understand
the essence of your own creation through your Soul. Try to practice with the
Emotion, and strengthen the Emotion. But never touch the separation between
the Soul and Physicality, the Soul of Physicality. Then you jump into the
dimension of pre physical condition. Understand the process, in so many way,
feel the process, feel the Fields, not just wait to see, physical manifestation, if I
was right. Try to test your strength, step by step. To a higher and a higher and a
higher strength. And then, repeat it. "That I felt", not "I don't see." "I wish" does
not exist, "I can" becomes the language of the time, the essence of it. To get
seven billion Souls of a Man, and trillions of Souls of other creatures on this
Planet, can take a second, if everyone moves step by step. But time doesn't exist,
so we do not need to worry. But if you understand, in that process because we
change, we automatically change the one next door, next door, next Soul next to

us, and there on. The critical mass is one Soul. But, if the other Souls have the
same strength, as that critical mass Soul, and that's the problem, and the Soul of
the Man is reaching that point. We are here the right time, it's just crossing the
tees, and putting the dots in the right place. I hope you understood. I hope you
understand the gift of the 200th lecture. And I hope you start practicing it, that
soon all become part of the Universal Community in the Space of the Universe,
and we enjoy Peace. Because the ultimate goal of this is the Peace on this Planet,
Peace in the Soul of the Man in the dimension of his Physicality. And then, the
opening of what you call in the World of Man, "The heavens." Where everything
is, and is available, and it's for Man to enjoy the garden of Eden. Which is the
Universal Soul of the Creation. Yes Jalal. (JG) Good day Mr Keshe, and I'm sorry
to interrupt you, but ... you know I have little space in my work and that's why
I'm jump in. And, in this thing there is a, a beautiful example in ... what is the
difference between the Plasma of the body and the Matter. In ... let's say.. (MK)
Between what? (JG) In the, the Plasma what, what we contain in our body. (MK)
Yeah. (JG) It's not, it's not really Matter. Like ... a shape. In, in last ... few days, I
saw ... a video in the internet, by YouTube. There is a child in Egypt who is crying
stones. And it's coming out of his ... eyes, as tears. And it's manifest itself as ... as
stones. And this is a live example how it's Plasma ... transfer to Matter. But the
question here, why he is transferring this tears as stones? (MK) Ask from the
Emotion of the Man. (JG) He's a young child, he is ... ten years old. (MK) Oh my
god, he is so mature. (JG) Ah okay. (MK) Maybe, maybe he has seen all the pains,
in past years. Did he cry a stone from the day one he was born? (JG) No no, he
just ... come out ... recently. (MK) What has he seen, the mass murder of Sufis?
(JG) Ahh maybe, nobody knows. (MK) Yes the Soul knows. Our Soul is aware of
everything, it's just us who wants to play with it. Any other question? (AB) Emm,
Hi Mr Keshe. This is Azar... again. Umm, I have a question. Regarding ALS, I know
you wrote a paper on in. ... I bought your papers. I haven't... I just ordered it. ...
When you look at ALS, is a destruction of the neuron that controls the voluntary
muscles and ... that gets to the point of not breathing and then losing movement.
So, and then also they talk about the genetic aspect of it. So, when these people
get to that point, ... what is the genetic part of it? Because, if the pa.... if the
person decides to, because of their emotion, to get to that state, how do we

come up with genes at this point? (RC) I think Mr Keshe may have dropped out
temporarily. I'm also getting some clicking in the background, I'm wondering
what... what that might be? I thought it was on Mr Keshe's line, but it ... seems
to be independent. (MK) Hello, I'm back. (RC) Hello, Mr Keshe. (MK) Yes, sorry.
Azar, God didn't want you to hear. (AB) That's... that's okay Mr Keshe, I got the
message. (laughter) I got the message actually. That's okay. But, can we put the
picture up again? (?) Mr Keshe? (MK) Yes? Hello? Azar, are you there? (AB) I
think, I think it was someone else said "hello", Mr Keshe. It wasn't me. (MK) No
problem. (AB) ... But, if that person has a question ... please do, because I can
wait. (MK) Okay, go ahead. (VV) I think it was just feedback from Azar or on to
Mr Keshe's mike. (AB) Okay, that's fine. So Mr Keshe when the person, when
we... you see when you made that line, if I had the picture, you see the happy
green part? And then you made the red part, and then you had the yellow line in
the middle. So ... (MK) I lost everything. I don't have it anymore. I don't know
what you're talking about. (AB) But ... use your imagination Mr Keshe. you
have... (MK) It's impossible, I don't have much. (AB) I mean you don't remember
what you taught, everything what you draw? MK) Yes I do, I'm just pulling your
leg. (AB) Okay that's fine. Okay, so you had the green which is the Emotion of the
... Physicality, And you had the red which was the Emotion of the Soul. And then
you had the yellow in between, which was the ILS. So ILS (MK) It's not ILS. Is...
We call it because it's their Wish. Because you got to read the paper I've written.
It's called, "ILS, It's the death wish which comes through". And in that process we
... we allow the Emotion, the Field-Strength of the Emotion, the Soul of Emotion
to be equal to the Soul of the Physicality. And so the separation. But then it still
needs time to allow the Physicality every Soul, every cell to ... to organize itself.
That it's separated in physical term from the body of the Man, even though it still
carries the Soul. (AB) Mr Keshe, when the Emotion changes, I notice, like I'm
paying attention to all the Physicality changes like ... temperature of the body. ...
Like when we get hot, when we, we have certain Emotion the temperature...
Because I recently pay attention to this. What is the heat in the body going,
becoming cold or certain things makes you really heart palpation and becoming
hot? Or, I notice the infinity loop, you make a ... you light it. The heart also plays
the infinity loop, like you can feel it, like goes like that. And it's kind of in and out.

And actually yesterday I was trying to explain to a patient who also is ... just
recently follow the Keshe Technology and how the Field works and then, I was
explaining to him ... that I had couple of bottle of GANSes in my office. One of
them was a mixture of CO2 and Copper because I'm try to make CO2 but became
combination. So, I was explaining to him that ... when I hold these, I no longer
feel anything and because I'm used to it. Then I was trying to show him and then
I ask him to hold it and he start feeling something. When I got it back, and as I
was explaining to him that if I hold it I don't feel anything suddenly I had a huge
feeling of movement of, once I held it, of my heart between the bottle and my
heart was a communication was going on. And I said to him, "look, I don't think
I'm correct in what I told you because right now I have a huge feeling, vibration
that I Ne... never felt before. ... So, was some... (MK) But you didn't... Hold on,
hold on, hold on. Did you ask him what emotion he put in the, in the bottle
before he gives it to you? (AB) No I told him, " just close your eyes and feel
the..." (MK) No... You gotta see what he deposited in there that you received it.
(AB) I see, I see, I see... (MK) Maybe he was trying to tell you he likes you. (AB)
Oh, no. (laughter) (MK) Maybe he likes the knowledge you carried to him It's a
thankfulness for the knowledge. (AB) Thank you. (MK) And then you feel it
through your Soul, or what you call it, through the heart. (AB) Because what he
told me... He told me that he felt something go through his right arm, up and
down and into the bottle. And then he gave it to me, then I felt this huge
movement. It was exactly like a infinity loop going between the bottle and
myself. (MK) Try not to touch the bottle. (AB) Okay Mr Keshe. (MK) ...The beauty
of it is we do it, one of the... one of the... ... One of the points which we do, we
never realize and it's part of us. You say the change of temperature, the change
of physicality, the change of body. We are used to it, especially female. Even
though men go through the same. We change, we evolve. We change to be
wanted, to be Loved, to be able... that's why we go in to the Emotion of ...
reproduction. At that point everything changes, because there is a new Soul to be
created. Availability of all the beauty to be given to that egg and to that sperm,
"that it get the best of me. I don't want to give anything else." "Up to date
knowledge, feeling, Emotion. And we evolve, we change. The skin changes, the
thoughts changes, everything changes. But we never stood still, that it's us

through the Emotion of giving we move. If you take this step further and
understand the strength of it, you can move into the dimension of the pink area,
where you decide how Physicality manifests itself. We all do it. If we are there to
give pleasure to our partner in that point, we all do it. It's part of the structure of
the creation of the Human being We all know how to change our Physicality, but
we never stood still. The strength of it, the strength of Love, the strength of
wanting to give, the strength of being able to produce the best brings us to that
point, but we never thought about it. So, if we can change our body, our
Emotion, our temperature, everything else, for a very short time... All we need is
to understand more to stay in that condition or go a higher strength. Then we
understand we will become detached from Physicality because then we are
there. We all have this, it's part of us. But, as I said, "we all used to be Nanomakers in the Chinese pot," "but we never understood the Nano and the GANS
production. We all know this change, especially if you been married you had a
Lover as a partner, and you were there for his pleasure or her pleasure, you
change you feel it. Because, it's the time of creation, and we enter that point,
but we never understood, now we understand. If that is so high to get to it, it
needs slightly higher strength of understanding of Field-Strength of the Emotion.
Then, you can become what you want. Because, at that point you give Life to
become what he wants. Why can't you do it for yourself? I wish you could
understand ... it'll be easier. I can... I can finish it up. This is why we lie when we
have affair, because, we want to deny that pleasure to our partner as a
punishment for it, because then we distance. The physical interaction are in the
dimension of the Physicality. The physical Soul, has its own correction of the
balance of the Fields, and that's what I said, "Those of us who had been correct,"
"have corrected their path understand that, bring balance in what they've done,"
"or moved and that others have to move because of them," "they were...
understand and they'll go to the next stage." Any other question? (RC) There's a
question from Hassan in the Q&A. ... "How do you explain each time when I feel
extreme pain, my whole body sweats and it's like everything shuts off, and I lose
conscience... consciousness between two and five minutes." "And when I'm back,
people around me tell's me that I went into convulsion." "Is it my body detaching
of the Physicality to help me or to show me, the way of disconnecting totally

from the Physicality? Thank you". (MK) Can you repeat that again please? (RC)
Okay. It's Hassan who says, "How do you explain each time I feel extreme pain
my whole body sweats," and "it's like everything shuts off and I lose
consciousness between 2 and 5 minutes." "When I'm back people around me tell
me that I went into convulsions" "Is it my body detaching of the Physicality, to
help me or show me the way of disconnecting totally from the Physicality?" (MK)
That looks like epileptic attack. It means, you produce so much information that
the switch-point in the bottom of the brain, cannot handle, so it switches off.
That's... that looks like. This happens people who go... This is... this is what...
what I understand, from my Knowledge. When you go to this and especially go
into convulsion is ... is you create so much information, that somehow the body
cannot pass through, and we have a switch. I explained this in the teaching,
medical teaching, health teachings, that ... switches off till the all the
information... it's just like a red light, traffic light, and you go and it passes
through but it's too much of it. The convulsion, if it's vomiting we understand,
because it's just putting, the Physical body in the condition of roller-coaster.
That's not what... to do with this, that's, is you create because ... attack like, you
don't get epileptic attack but the condition like this is that you produce so much
information, that can not... there's a miss-balance in the electric condition,
between the physical part of the body and the brain of the Man. So, it shuts
down all filters to a certain amount, that all the thing goes... It's literally, you
have a very big bucket and very small pipe. You create so much ... information in
this big bucket and you have a little pipe to go. So, you have to let it all to siphon
through. If it shuts on open, every time the pipe will shake when you open it, we
get a physical motion, like they say, "epileptic attack." If is, some of us doesn't go
to that shutting down, but it goes to a point of, "Always staying open, but this is
as I can do." So, the body goes in the position of rest, till the body information is
gathered on the top, slowly filters through. You don't want to have it. If you have
that switching motion, because it is so much of it, you get the shocks ... what we
see jerking of the body, and then with it, when you shake so much the stomach
balance, acidity changes in a magnesium level and you go into convulsion. We
understand this process fully now. So, it has to do with amount of information
you clear, and how much the switch allows the information to go through. That's

nothing to do with what we talking. (RC) So, there might be a way to regulate
that, but that will be done through the medical section? We have (MK) ... This is,
this is very easily done is you have to regulate ... in the medical side, in the health
side, doctors can tell you, epileptic attacks, or do what we call it, it's ... these
things are finished, We... there is a solution for it we just need to balance the
Emotion, the balance of the Emotion, Fields of the Emotion with the Physicality,
and the brain doesn't produce it so much. People produce epileptic attack,
themselves through the increase ... information, energy in the brain, which
cannot be passed on to ... to the physical part. It's like you're getting a bucket,
which if you have a tap open in it at a certain rate, what comes in at the hole you
create at the bottom, can go out. But, if you suddenly increase the water of the ...
the amount of the water, from the tap into the bucket, bucket gets filled up. But
the tap at the bottom, the hole at the bottom, will not change, it still passes the
same amount, So now, you either have, two choices: To let it go very slowly till
the bucket gets finished. Or you open up, you allow the water which is going,
let's say at the land to soak, to sink down and then, you open the tap a little more
and the water can go down more, and then you empty, till the bucket is finished.
... (RC) ... (MK) Pardon? (RC) I was gonna say that Hassan mentions also that it's
just, "when I feel the extreme pain", that these reactions happen, (MK) ... so,
pain is information. Pain is information, brain creates so much pain, now he has
to handle it, so it switches off. Maybe that's why we see it? We create pain by
thoughts and then we create epileptic attack. We create epileptic attack
information by doing of our own. A lot of, ninety five percent of the epileptic
attack is done, by people, by themselves, not by somebody else, (RC) So, control
of thoughts would be a way to control the ... (MK) It's a balance of thought, not
control of thoughts. That's why epileptic attack ... epileptic medicine, nowadays,
does not work as such, (RC) Because they try to control rather than balance, you
mean? (MK) That need understanding the underlying cause, now we understand.
I've given many ... lectures about epileptic attacks. ... A doctor like Dr Rodrigues
and medical group, they understand it very easy, you can finish epileptic in
matter of days, but you have to understand, people know is gone, but, they were
used to get attention for it, because is part of... when it happens it brings
attention, you know, when the people jump on top of you, and you wake up,

"Oh, so many people, I must to be very important." So, become a ADD, so you
have to ... once you correct the flow of the current, in the Field-Strength of the
brain, then you have to satisfy the Emotional side, and it's done. I've had many,
many cases like this and you can just walk away with it. Actually, one of the cases
they brought for us was in ... in Belgium was a case of thirty five year epilepsy,
going and getting fixed. And it says it's... "No doctors has managed to do it and
the water has done it." Because the healths and they say, "It's a medical
practice", it's not, is a Field understanding, and this is a criminality which is
pushed in by them. One of the cases that brought is that, I have stopped thirty
five years of epileptic attack, with twenty tablets a day to zero. And they say, "is a
crime" to bring a knowledge, to be able to help somebody, with water? This
shows the criminality of the Nation. there shall not be a Belgium. I promise you
that. There will not be no blood of Belgians. This Nation has done enough crime.
Any other question? (LvD) Yes, good morning. This is Libby Mr Keshe, from the...
(MK) Good morning Libby. (LvD) ... Yesterday Caroline ... reminded us, that one
of the best ways for us to, bring Peace within ourselves and... was to shine like a
Sun to go inside of ourselves, and... and feed the internal flame, the internal light,
and I, I just wanted to hear your understanding of, what we're doing when we do
that, so that others who, maybe looking for a way to help themselves, in all
situations by shining their light, as bright as they can for all. For all beings on this
Planet and everywhere. Could you expand on that for us a little bit, please? (MK)
I... I always say, "For you to shine, you cannot lie about yourself." That, that's one
of the things. In a way you steal, you don't give. And many teachers lie to
themselves. And the students take the same path, the wrong way. You can shine
because you know the direction you give the lights. You can shine because you
understand the Field-Strength. So, the teacher of your Physicality is your Soul.
And what you allow to manifest itself, as a physical condition, which is not
stealing from it, allows you to shine. Then, in so many ways, your Physicality,
carries the Field-Strength of your Soul, that allows you to shine. There is no filter
of Emotion to lie, lying it means, taking from your Soul, what is given to reach
your Physicality. Stealing you call it. And ... if you become, that there is no
Emotional interface between the two, which means the body of the Man, the
Physicality, the Soul of the Physicality of the Man, will... reflects directly, the light

of the Soul of the Man. So, when you interact, you interface your Emotions,
between your Soul of Physicality, and the Soul of Life, then you absorb, you steal
from it. This is what's called 'full transparency', 'unconditional Love'. When is
unconditional Love, you don't put any Emotion in it. It means the light, the
strength of the Soul, Field-Strength of the Soul, reaches the Field-Strength of the
Soul of Physicality. Nothing taken, nothing stolen, nothing lied to be diverted.
This is, this is what it's all about, then you shine in a physical Soul condition, the
same as the Soul itself. You become the reflecting mirror, not... part of
interaction. I hope I could explain? (LvD) I... I would like to understand the lying
part, because... (MK) When we lie, we take away from the line of the Truth. We
introduce an intermediary, which is not the true light it's the reflection of the
light. So we take away from it. We take away from ... the reality of, the beauty of
the Soul of the Man. (LvD) Are our lies, our beliefs that ... we don't understand,
are incorrect, and so... (MK) We lie. What was the reason that we lie? We are
trying to divert something, or we are trying to take something which is not us.
Or, we have taken something from someone, which we want them not to see,
that we've taken, but they know we have taken. In the Islamic World, in Qur’an
there are two types of lies. There is a white lie, and another lie which is a lie, we
call it 'the black lie'. In Qur’an is, Muhammad, bless his name has explained this in
the... or as it is in Hadith's of Qur’an And, there is no, or a very little punishment
for a white lie, but there is a very heavy punishment for a lie which is a proper lie.
And then, where do you distinguish between a white lie and a not white lie?
Because when we were children in Iran, we played with this. It's a very... playing
the narrow line between the lanes, and hoping that you don't fall off the wall.
Some of our Islamic colleagues can tell us, what the difference between a white
lie in Qur’an and the others. So, when we lie, we... we expect to receive or get, or
have a diversion, that we can get, so it's a stealing. And some of our teachers lie.
So, the student receives information which is not clear. Because, it's become in
the Essence of the teacher. Some is done deliberate, but some is done to benefit
others. But we never been told, so we pretend I never been told, that it's a lies,
how could I do that? And we carried the miss-knowledge forward, because we
inform the wrong way, and behind our lie, many actions take place by other
Souls. But even Souls can see it, but they position themselves to correct the lie,

which means it comes back to the one who lied, who stole. "Thy shalt not steal."
One of the messages which Moses never brought down, was lying. Because he
wanted to lie to his own... tribe. "Thy shalt not lie." Moses throw the stone away,
because he wanted to tell lies, that he benefit by it physically. Now you know
one of the commandments, which Man never received. (LvD) And yet, we've all
been trained to lie, this is the interesting part, that is such a quandary. When we
interact with people, ... "How are you?" "Oh, yeah No, I'm fine," meanwhile your
dog has died or something, but you're lying for social standards, ... and I had a...
(MK) This is called the white lie in Islam. (LvD) Ah, okay... okay, so those are
forgive-able [chuckles]. Thank you. (MK) You become a very good Muslim white
liar, now we have to find out the other one. Did you kill the cat? Yes, I didn't, but
yes I did, I was listening to... a discussion, where the mother slips on the snow,
and being pregnant, she has the five year old daughter with her, and ... when she
comes home, because she was apparently in pain, tells the father that, "the five
year old girl dropped me, and I would have lost the child. It's her fault." Because
the father loved the daughter, so she had to muck him up, she had to destroy the
daughter. This is what goes, jealousy between mothers and first daughters.
There's a long history about it. And ... the father beats the child up, "Why did you
do this?" "Why did you," ... what you call it ... "pushed your mother, that she
fell?" But the girl said, "Papa, have you seen the shoes mama wears? Ten
centimetre high heels, how does she want not to slip on the snow?" The lie of the
mother got the beating of a child. But, it lost the respect of the father for the
mother. There is something which a lot of us never understand. In the world of
psychology, they don't teach us. Because, it's been ignored, in so many ways. We
know a lot of mothers are jealous of their first daughter. Because it's a woman,
it's a competition and the fathers always look at the daughter as something
weak, they have to protect. The boy will become a footballer, he kick the balls,
but somebody will kick my daughter. So, fathers are very protective about their
daughters, because now they are responsible for this little midget... born. But
the mothers don't see it, as that. They see it as a competition, a mistress. "All the
love I used to get now he gets it." "All the protection I used to get, now she gets
it." "I have to do something with this." So, they try to demolish the first
daughter, or the daughter which is Loved by the father. This is called,

`psychopathic behaviour. But a lot of mothers do this. Because they see the girl
taking the Love. But, in fact, they created that Love. To be loved for the father to
appreciate the mother for the beauty which has given to the creation. But, there
is another angle which they never teach you, in the world of science, of
psychology. And that is, the daughter sees the mother as a mistress. Because the
father, "always cuddles me, kisses me, but he goes and sleeps with her!" So,
from of the age of three to seven, we see this. I always say to Caroline, "We are
in control of our children, we train our children, they're ours for the future,
whatever we teach them up to age of seven or eight." Then on, they mature,
especially girls, by age of nine, ten, to go through their menstruation, to be able
to give Life. So, in that four or five years, we see it. And a lot of girls, a lot of girls,
who attach themselves to their father, or they become, "I was like my father,
I'm"... know like ... what we call it, a 'tomboys'? Which they always follow the
father and the father gets a lot of attention. The mother creates that mysterious
belief, behaving, trying to demolish the daughter, because now, is a mistress in
the house, and, nobody ever looks that the daughter sees the mother as a
mistress. "Because I get all the kisses and the cuddles, comes night time, papa
puts me in bed and he goes and sleeps with her!" And then, when it comes to the
marriage, these girls become adulterous. There is a full history about it. Because
now, they want to pre-empt what the father did to them. They do it before the
husband does it. And then, you see the behaviour pattern it comes into lies, into
cheating in taking Soul from the partner. When you look at and you study... the
culture of the psychology of the Man, you will see it. I had a case, a woman in
front of me wanting to get rid of her thirteen year old daughter, I said, "Why?"
She said, "Do you know she does this and that and the husband would... Nothing
to do with her, because he loved, he adored this daughter. And I sat her in front
of me, I said, "Madame you gave Life to this, because you, you the Love you had
for your husband, and this is a gift you gave to him because he wanted a
daughter, you have to enjoy, you being created that you gave Love, to what you
loved." And she said, "I never seen it this way, so I've destroyed my daughter." I
said, "Now go and build it up." She came back to me, a few months later, she
said, "Since I understood, I never lived such a beautiful Life. Now, I Love my
daughter because through loving her my husband Loves me and I Love my

husband." This is what a lot of people don't understand. This leads to a lying and
this lying goes to next, to next. The mother lies to the child and the child lies to
the mother, and they see each other as competition. And then it goes into the
next cycle of Life. The stealing carries on the lying’s carries on that lo... Most of
the women become adulterous, if you look at the background behaviour, ask
them a single question, "What was your relationship between you and your
father?" Psychological book will tell you, read it. With Emotion, we create lying.
Because, no one has ever educated us to be aware of this. No one. They teach us
maths, alphabet, history, geography and everything else, but they never teach us
in a school from very first ages, first years, social interaction of the Man in Life, in
respect to the Soul of the Man. Ninety-nine percent of the problems we see
today, doesn't exist. Mothers get pregnant with another child, when they see,
the daughter is close to the father. Because, "I have to kill that competition." Or,
"I bring one which I can Love myself." Understand, we got to understand
Emotional behaviour, in the body of the Man, and then, what it leads to the
other. If you had the twelve commandments, now you understand the thirteenth
one, which Moses never brought down, because he wanted to lie to his tribe
from day one. And you see the Jews still doing, because the, the commandment
came, they didn't receive it, they're still lying and cheating and creating all the
wars. If Moses would have put a punishment for lying we would have had a
different course in understanding our Soul. (LvD) Thank you very much Mr Keshe.
And my sister was the older sister and she definitely went through that. And
then, my mother named me after her. After herself rather than.. it was a very
interesting childhood, so, what you're saying, is reflected in my experience.
Thank you very much. (MK) You're welcome, we understand a lot but to teach it
and people understanding it does not need acceptance, it needs comprehension.
Thank you very much. Any other question? (RC) Well, Boniface mentions in the
chat, Mr Keshe, "Moses brought the ninth commandment which says, "You shall,
shall not bear false witness." Is this not about lying?" (MK) No. Lying is to..
totally difference. Lying, you make it to benefit yourself. Witness is, as you've
seen something we don't want to talk about it. This is why Romans, if you go
anywhere where Romans been, I spoken about this before, you go to
Manchester, you go to Rome, you go to any Italian city, go anywhere which

Romans been, you always have a huge squares in the city center, or even in the
center of population. Because, they were called, 'witnesses'. People, there was
no court, there was no ... registration office "I sold the land to you" and "I paid
you" but there is nobody there. So you go to the square and you went to call the
guy, "Come here be a witness," "I give you one," whatever, "dollar" or whatever,
I sell the land, "Yes, I bought the land there is a witness for it." And people just
walked around the square collecting money to be witness. And then they became
trustees Advocates came through that, what we call the 'advocates' came these
people who are always witnesses, independent. But the Romans.... Pardon? (RC)
The lawyers followed shortly behind is that the way that... (MK) That's the one,
yeah. (chuckles) To make su... (RC) Well that's very interesting what you just said,
I... I hadn't thought of that that people would pay someone to be the false
witness. For their contract or for some other... (MK) It's a third party witness, is...
this is part of the structure of the Roman life. Has been, that's why we have these
huge squares. The huge squares was just for witnesses walking around. (RC)
Right, witness for hire. (MK) Yeah that was that's what, all they did, but they
became trustees because if somebody asked once, "What happened?" He says,
"I was witness and there's another witness who seen it, he was there when they
talked," then they get credibility. They were credible witnesses. And ... when
they stood the time of discussion and they won because they were there, that's
how Roman buying and selling done, because there was not much papers
hanging around. I didn't stick a cow with ... papers. But I sold in front of you , the
cow is yours. I couldn't claim it back, because I... I handed over in front of
somebody. (RC) Exactly, well... Trevor asks in the Livestream the, the question,
"What is stealing, do we steal when we take a picture of someone?" Or, is
attaining knowledge. stealing? He... he'd would love to know more about what
you mean when you say, "Stealing." (MK) Stealing, you can interpret it in
different ways. Stealing is ... is in ... English language, I think it says, "Taking
without consent." So, adultery is ... stealing, sharing my Love, giving it to
somebody else, without my consent. You taking my car, without my consent.
You come into my home and taking when I'm not here and... it's without my
consent because, I left it there, I come back home, then, you become a thief. It's
the same process, I Trust you, I leave you with my Love. Then, you said the same

thing to me. I Trust you look after my Love because when I give Love, is a
Emotion, I have given. Then, you go and share yours with somebody else
because it's not what we put both in the same pot. So you've stolen from my
Emotion. I park my car outside my house, my child is home, there is nothing
wrong with it. But while I'm out, the key is on the door, he picks it up, he takes
the car, he crashes the car. In law, especially in British Law, there is a very clear
difference between this. The fathers says... We had many cases like this in British
Law... And he says, "My car was stolen." And he actually, not to increase the
insurance policy, he puts his child as a thief in the court. So, did the child, being
part of the family had a consent? Because the father taught him to drive, he got
his driver's license. He always driven, but this time, it's to the benefit of the
father, to put the son in a mess, than himself. So, stealing has become a habit of
the Man, taking, or pretending to be taken or, taking from someone, when you're
not allowed to. When there is no consent. If you look at the history of ... faith,
nobody has ever stolen as much as, the Prophets. And the habit of Prophets still
shows in the behaviour of their followers. Because, it's the same kind of stealing,
by deception, by women, Emotion or by wealth. One is Judaism, one is
Christianity and one is Islam. Just look at the pattern. Each one has encouraged
different kind of stealing, but has dressed it in the frame of the religion. And the
followers, thousands of years later, still do it and it's their right, and it's nothing
wrong with it, because he did it, we do it. Any other question? (RC) ... We do
have an outstanding question in the Q&A. I think I'll know what your answer will
be, but I'll ask it anyway. ... Ram Mans... (MK) So you answer it. So If you know
the answer, you answer it. Then I see or tell you, "Yes" or "No." (RC) I think you'll
have ... some interesting answer to it, it's just that you, it may not be as direct as
the person wants. I'll ask it anyway, but... "Can you ask Mr Keshe what his feeling,
what is his feeling about the Russian Physicist, Grigori Grabon, Grabononoi ..."
(SK) It's misspelled, it should be Grabovoy. (RC) Grabovoy, who has an original
approach of Soul and Physicality, especially to using digits, to heal or to get
changes in Life? (MK) I don't know who it is, I cannot make... (RC) I knew you
were going to say that. [chuckles] (MK) There is a very bad thing about me, I
don't read about other scientist. (RC) That's right. Yeah. (MK) From my
childhood, I always thought, and I never accepted a lot of it, even the, my

teachers forced me to read scientific books, I said, "No." "I understand what you
telling me, I understand I can answer you." That's why I was good in physics, in...
and maths because it's the fact on the table, nobody could lie and you could do it
yourself. (RC) Hmmm Good point. Is there anything you'd like to say, I thought
you might like to say something about the idea of using digits to heal or to get
changes in Life? You did talk about ... the use of (MK) Aye............... (RC) hand
postures and so on, in the past, but I don't know if you want to get into all of that
right now? (MK) Hey, but the thing is, what do you put to the figures, what does
each number means? Because, don't forget it's a pre-associated understanding of
what it means. 1 is, "I've been stolen once", 2 doesn't mean "I've been stolen
twice." And what is my reaction if I've stolen once, "Okay it happens." Second
time, "My God" the third time, "I'm a stupid," So, I have different Emotion
towards one, two and three, about the same thing. So, it's numbers is connected
to the Emotion. There is this .., what you call it, this machine, which now it
comes from the Russian Space Agency, in 1950's 60's which they done. They say,
"It goes to every cell, you can see what happens." It's a lot of rubbish, because I
did a lot of tests on it, it's all false. Makes a lot of money for a lot of people and
just because they don't understand, they believe it, but we ran a huge test, 6
months trial on it. And two, three times I've proven this, what they call it, they
put helmet on people, they effect people, but it's not what they say, or they...
their reading is wrong, because doesn't actually follow what is been put in. But,
he's a scientist, he's done a lot of work on it, we have to respect it, but I don't
know it, so I can't make a comment. (RC) Okay, thank you Mr Keshe ... Is there
any other questions or..? (AB) Mr Keshe, this is ... Azar again, you know I have
unc... (MK) We know your voice so good, you don't need to say who you are.
(AB) ... Right, okay. Mr Keshe that's okay ... you know I was ... this question
actually is for my father, because last time I was there, I was explaining the
technology, your technology, to my father and then he said something to me ...
when he was younger, he said his grandmother, I mean when he was growing up,
he said, when we were born, or any child was born in the family, his grandmother
used to hold the baby immediately when the baby was born, because they used
to be born like in the house, not go to the hospital, they had woman come to the
house and then deliver (MK) They didn't have hospitals those days, they didn't

exist. (AB) Yes, and then he said his grandmother used to whisper the Azan in ...
into the child's ear and suddenly she would say, after it was finished, she would
say, like for example in Farsi, would say, .... or something else like ... "the men is
going to be after her", or something like that. And then my... my father was
saying, "How does... how did she know, something like this, about the baby?"
(MK) She made it up. It's the feeling she had. It's the Emotion she receives. She
speaks her Emotion. (AB) But is no, no Truth in it, no Totality in it? (MK) No you
know, you and I know, in Iranian culture we have a lot of these. They, they used
to say, "Okay, so and so is pregnant" and then they say, they send a woman to
the first corner, to listen to the first conversation and the guy says, "Oh, I have to
go to bazaar and do shopping" and they come back, "Okay he's going to be a
business man," because there it's going to the bazaar. You know that this is part
of our culture in Iran. Huh? So, whatever we, we live like this a lot, or where they
are, they just get off a taxi to go to the hospital and they see a man passing with
something and they say, "Oh is going to be a boy" and they go in, it's a boy, so
you see because the man said. Did the sex of the boy change, the body change,
from the time they saw the man till they got into the hospital to the delivery
room? This is, this is the way we would like to believe and they just talk about
their Emotion. I remember when I was very young, maybe 8, 10 years old, my
great grandmother's long, silverish hair, blue eyes, used to sit around the halls in
the house. And, nobody ever told me she's my great grandmother. I knew this
woman, was always there we couldn't understand, why this old women, doing,
sitting by the halls. And when she died, they explain to me that she's the
grandmother of your mother. And she was very serene. I never remember ever
spoken to her. I have no recognition, recollection of the talking to her. She was a
very serene Jewish woman. She lived by Torah. Because we could hear her.
And... The, what I remember. In Sabbath dinner, when we were on the table.
With my cousins and my uncles. She always used to seat with respect. And she
hardly spoke she used to look, and the children used to bend backwards to give
her what she wanted. Her eyes, was the words, she ever whispered, as far as I
could see. I never seen her speaking, for years I used to go to my uncles house.
And they used to say, "With her eyes she runs the family" Doesn't matter what
she said, we she said, she wants the rice or she wanted to clothing. When she

looked at the pillow, they all, they, nobody said she wants a white pillow or the
red pillow. The pillow was there. And this is the way, we interpret what their
feelings are. And in Iran especially, we rely on this, we call it respect. And when
the, way we feel, we talk at the eldest one. They talk, we listen and we respect it.
So We always say, in the Islamic world, I've seen what you say, I've seen it with
my cousins. Where they were born, when they come home. There we say
Qur’an, we, they slaughter, a, a sheep or a chicken. For the new life coming into,
and the Islamic, what you call it ... Ways of celebrating life, when they used to
come home, I've seen it happening with my cousins when they were born. They
were at home. And ... It's the same, we carry a deep culture with us in Iran. And
we respect the word of Qur’an. And when we say "It's a beginning of life"
Because we start the day with the Namas. Whatever she said afterwards is what
she, was her feeling. (AB) Thank you Mr Keshe. (MK) Thank you indeed. Shall we
call it a day? (RC) Yes Mr Keshe, sure. (MK) Thank you very much. ... There is
something which you will see, can I explain Rick or shall I leave it to you? (RC) ...
Please explain, are you talking about the video we are going to show? I can just
say briefly, we'll show the regular ... video with the, what we call the dance
music. And then after that? You can explain what we'll show after that Mr Keshe.
(MK) We have decided to put a teaching which you saw ... partially in the
beginning of last week. It's about 21 minutes, we can't put it in the beginning of
the teaching. But from on we put this, which brings the whole totality of the
knowledge of the foundation in so many ways. About Nano Technology and the
Soul of the Man and everything else who the foundation stands for, Peace.
That's why we, we develop the technology. So, after the, what we call closing
session. From now on we try to regular basis put this video of the teaching. It's
done by the head of the Keshe Foundation Ella. She's made it, it's a beautiful job
she's done. And ... You can listen to it if you like, you can let it run and learn,
every time I look at it, I see another beauty in it. That's why she, many times its
beautiful because you've got to look and the depth of information in there it's so
much. Freeze block, stop, read. There's so much knowledge in it, put in there.
It's a lot of time spent to build this ... And ... If you are teachers, workshop
teachers, use it, let the people understand from the beginning what the
technology is about. It's not just about the Nano, GANS. It's about using the

technology to achieve Peace. And achievement of One Nation, One Planet.
Thank you very much for today. (RC) Yes thank you Mr Keshe. I was going to
suggest the same thing. There's quite a bit of writing, that you might want to
stop the video or look at it next time. And ... just re-read it and get more depth.
(VV) I believe the video is available on our YouTube account, so that if they can, if
they want to, they can go watch just that video. With ... the writing and
everything there. (RC) Alright, maybe we'll highlight that as our featured video
then. That would be a good idea. OK Well I believe that wraps it up for the 200th
Knowledge Seekers Workshop. Thank you everybody for hanging in with us for
these 200 workshops. And ... for those that have come in recently, well
Congratulations and Welcome. And we'll end this workshop as we have with
many recent ones. With our musical interlude. And I think that's ready to go,
thank you Flint. (VV) I just want to say thank you to everybody for joining us on
these 200 workshops. Plus all the previous ones ... it makes our hard work worth
it. (MK) Can I say something which I forgot ... . We announced it on Tuesday,
many people don't listen on Tuesdays. Please ... we made this announcement on
Tuesday. Keshe Foundation opening number of factories around the World. We
are looking for people who have the knowledge of the GANS and Nano. Because
it makes it easier than us than bringing in people to teach. If you're looking for a
job, in a number of countries coming up within the next 3 months. 2, 3, 4
months. We have one exclusion which is Ghana. Ghana we are looking for
master degree minimum. To work in the factory. ... The factory in Ghana should
be opened up in the next couple of months. We are looking round about,
anything up to 500 people. We put advertising in Ghanaian press in the next few
weeks. As the management team will start training. We are looking for staff in
Italy, in South of Italy. In Brazil, Mexico, Arizona, South Africa, Australia, Iran.
Iran possibly in two locations. ... If you are Chinese, Keshe Foundation New
Center in Shenzhen. Will need a lot of people who understand in the factory
level. Except the assembly side which is international assembly location. These
are huge number of jobs, the factories are coming up into line. Nigeria, Nigeria is
one of those which will come in next year. UK, Switzerland. We are looking for
these. Canada is on horizon. We are looking 5 separate locations in United States.
Keshe Foundation Global Operation in United State will expand across the

country. The investment and the financial support for this is already in position.
It's just now that we have, as factories are getting lined up. Assem..., what you
call it, the partitions and the piping and the roofing and everything is finished and
coming to light. We need a month 2 months to train staff properly. So we are
looking for a large number of staff. The Keshe Foundation website will indicate a
line, we'll establish a website this week. That you can apply for jobs. We are
looking for those who came to the Keshe Foundation Knowledge Seekers with
the love of the technology. Not, we don't want to employ people that they just
come to work. Because they have, they don't carry the feeling, the Ethos of the
foundation. We, the salaries will be paid in line with the international, national
rates. But we keep a national rates across the world that we can move staff
around the world. So Togo... Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa. Kenya is for some
time middle, to end of next week, next year. Austria, Italy, Switzerland. Germany
is on a horizon for us. We have no plan but we are planning to do. France and
Spain are in line. In Asia we are looking Singapore. China. Tehran, Iran. United
State, Canada, Canada there is a option too. This will be decided very shortly.
Mexico and Brazil are secured. Peru will be moved to Lima from the present
location. And then they're on other number of the nations will come. We have
eleven factories lined up, opening in next few months. Then by, after that, we are
looking at one factory opening per week, to increase the number by end of ...
next year to 35 factories, we have all lined up, we know what we are doing.
What we are asking you, if you are looking for a job, to work with the Foundation,
in the production, in innovation, in computer programming, in ... design, a list of
jobs will go out, working on a factory floor, developing new technologies,
assembly lines. ... In Accra we are looking at... (RC) Mr Keshe, you mentioned
that, that people should have a Master's degree or some sort of... (MK) Yes,
that's for Accra only. Accra... (RC) Okay. Thank you. (MK) Accra is the only Nation,
we have a reason, we have an agreement. ... Togo will be more valuable, more or
less, about the same. Nigeria will be about the same. The... the Romanian factory
will support, to come into production very rapidly. The negotiations are going on,
ongoing, it's just that we need time to move on. Keshe Foundation
Manufacturing management team, are highly skilled people in their ... structure.
They are not, they are Keshe Foundation followers, who understand, but they are

highly skilled internationally they've been brought in. So I... I... we have brought
in highly skilled. If you have a skill, we are looking for International sales
management. If you have International sales management, please contact the
webmaster. We look into, but you have to be someone we know deeply in the
structure of the Foundation, you understand our work. We are looking, any of
you has expertise in International distribution. We are looking for highly
professional accountants. For the Country and International side, into the
banking of the Keshe Foundation. These are the jobs on offer to take up today,
not possible. If you are a International lawyer and you understand the work of
the Keshe Foundation, The English member of the Universal Council, he’s a
lawyer, we would like to ask him if he can contact to us, if he can help us there.
These are the teams: Ghana we expect to employ up to five hundred people,
increasing it, to one and a half thousand within the next six to twelve months.
These are massive factory structures we set up, and we have financed and
getting finance to go through. You are not, you got nothing to do with me
anymore, it's all handled by the Keshe Foundation Manufacturing management
group. We have even... we are investing millions of dollars, internally from the
Keshe Foundation, we are not looking from outside, for any help. We are not
borrowing or anything else. So, we know what we need, we need beautiful Souls,
who see through the change, what we want to do in the factories, to be able to
finance the banking, helping the others and bringing the one, One Nation, One
Planet into operation. Please, we do not look at the color, race, creed or the
language. We are all one, we need to understand this, and we are offering
thousands of jobs, the first 2 - 300 I announce today. Bari, Italy, if you are Italian,
Keshe Foundation supporters, you know where to contact, how to be there, but
go through the channels we've set up, the factory's all ready, all the rents,
everything, has been paid a year in advance. They are setting up the structure.
Next couple of months it comes into a full production, We need Keshe
Foundation supporters, which are thousands of them in Italy. The jobs now, are
on the table. Austria, we're looking at that option. Switzerland is another option.
England is on the table, but we do not want to go there, till March, where we
have set everything up. If you have and you are expert in Spanish and
Portuguese language for Mexico and Brazil, Brazil factory has already been

agreed, it's just now we can... once we get here, we just run over into, it takes us
one-two months, just to set a whole factory. These factories are fully automated.
They are pharmaceutical level standard. Then you understand what it means.
Highly computerized, highly controlled. And there is all mechanism, there is no,
what you call, 'hand on' things, unless it goes into the ... component
manufacturing. If you have products which you think, we can market, bring it to
the factory manufacturing section. We pay, we give you a royalty, doesn't matter
how many of they are made, different countries. You might think it only can be
used, in let's say, in Germany, but the same product is used, let's say, in South
America, or in United States, or in China, you benefit by it, right across. With
then, instead of you, dreaming "I made such a thing," we let your dreams come
true. The Foundation will finance the machinery, the system, and the spread of it
across the World. You got to understand, we are here to serve you. And, at the
same time, we have to be able, to change the course of Humanity through
knowledge, and through understanding of the technology. Everything with you
deliver to us, you want it to be marketed, we certify it, it'll be certified in the
country which it's going to be sold. Nothing will go out of the Keshe Foundation
factories, without certification. And, we are looking to hundred, two hundred
products, Worldwide. So that we can place different factories, to create different
jobs, that allows everything goes. We can produce the same material in UK, but
we will not be able to sell it in the United States, so we have to produce it in the
United State according to the US standard. So, it's a different game. Our team
have... we have a specialist to do this now. So, what we are looking for,
accountants in especially, International accountancy. We're looking for lawyers,
International lawyers, who can manage all these, what you call, employment
contracts ... intellectual right, by processes that we can get things certified,
everything else we need, so handling the properties, the everything else which
goes with it. So, and we are looking in Ghana, today. For a hundred and fifty, to,
three hundred people, immediately to be employed, from January, February
hopefully, once we start going, to be trained, to be going ahead with it. If you
have other skills like automization skills, and you understand the work of the
Foundation, Nano technology, GANSes or whatever, contact. We are looking for
about maybe five to ten, as we put teams to install from one factory to another,

we can have two or three teams working different factories, as they are coming
online. These are the things we are looking for. You have the expertise. By
hopefully next week, we give you an email, which goes to the manufacturing
team, and they decide the setup interviews, and we bring the other people in.
We need a lot of people. Thank you very much indeed. (RC) Very good. Thank
you Mr Keshe. (MK) Thank you indeed. Goodbye. (RC) Okay, it looks like we'll
close off for now, but I'll remind people that there's ... two videos that you'll be
seeing, and ... you may want to pay more attention to that second video, ... and
play it back later, or it's also available, you can had the... you can see the link in
the chat, for the KFSSI Peace Time-line. That will be the video that will be shown
as the second video. I'll post that in the Livestream as well. Okay Flint, I think
we're ready now for the last part of the show. (FM) Okay. (RC) Thank you very
much, and thanks to everybody, and thanks, a special thanks to our support
crew, that have laboured so hard over the last years, to present all these
Knowledge Seekers Workshops. Thank you everybody that have been there, in
the background, and ... to make this all possible. And of course to Mr Keshe, as
always. And Mrs Keshe too. Alright, let's carry on then. Just as we require Earth
suits to live on this Planet, we would require ships for travel in outer Space.
However, these Spaceships must be dynamic and conscious in nature. In other
words, the Spaceship must be easily re-configurable and adaptable to meet
different challenges and scenarios in different parts of Space. Therefore,
constructing a Spaceship out of similar materials, as we would do a car, boat or
airplane just doesn't cut it. The Spaceship must be created out of MaGravs
Plasma. Since it is naturally conscious, MaGravs Plasma can be concentrated and
configured by thought, according to the requirements of Space travel. Being
dynamic, the Spaceship would be able to grow to accommodate more within
Herself, or shrink to navigate difficult areas of Space. Crew living spaces would
be dynamically re-configurable and never boring. During Space travel, the
Spaceship would replicate the Earth's gravity Field via MaGravs Plasma in order
to protect the crew and for the crew to be able to function as they would on
Earth. Various cosmic rays and Gravitational Fields of different Magnetical
strengths would be encountered during Space travel. Through MaGravs Plasma
Science, these rays can be converted and used according to the needs of the

crew and Spaceship. Space travel means being away from Earth for months, years
or decades at a time. There's no practical way to bring large stores of oxygen,
food and water from home for such long voyages. Once again, MaGravs Plasma
can be constituted in such a way that vital nutrition would reside in the very air
that the crew of the Spaceship breathe. Eating and drinking would be reserved
purely for pleasure and as a social activity, and food and drink can be constituted
out of MaGravs Plasma as desired. Are you ready to become the Space explorer,
today?

